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IN-DEVELOPMENT CONTENTThis article is about a topic that is in development or recently published. Thus, the information in this article may be changing. New information about this article can only be added if it is received. The unnamed Danganronpa Game is still an unnamed or announced Danganronpa action
game for PlayStation 4 and Playstation Vita consoles; it is currently in the early stages of development. Around November 13, 2017, the job list was posted by Developer Spike Chunsoft on the Japanese levtech site Spike Chunsoft looking for a programmer, character designer and 3D designer for the upcoming
Danganronpa game, which will be launched on PlayStation 4 and Play VitaStation. Despite unconfirmed reports, the media widely speculated that this potential Danganronpa game could be a sequel to the spin-off Danganronpa Another Episode: Ultra Despair Girls. This is confirmed by a list of vacancies indicating that
the game is an action game (unlike Danganronpa's main series, which are visual novels), and a link to Danganronpa V3: Killing Harmony, in which Kaede finds a promotional poster for the upcoming Danganronpa Another episode: Ultra Despair Girls 2 during Chapter 1 events. On December 20, 2019, At Workport, Spike
Chunsoft published another job list in which he searched for a user interface designer to work on an adventure game for PlayStation 4 and PC (Steam). One of the necessary qualifications is someone who loves the Danganronpa series. Other requirements are that the applicant has professional communication skills as
well as experience in creating a user interface for the name of the console or equivalent PC or browser header. On December 27, 2019, Spike Chunsoft and TooKyo Games contributed to the Game Developers New Years Messages segment in the game magazine Famitsu, in which both companies confirmed that they
were working on something for the 10th anniversary of Danganronpa in 2020. Spike Chunsoft said: We are preparing a lot of projects for the 10th anniversary of Danganronpa., while TooKyo Games said: We want to create a reunion party-like atmosphere with players working alongside Spike Chunsoft for Dunganronpa's
10th anniversary. Danganronpa Links Another episode: Ultra Despair GirlsCover art featuring Monokuma (bottom) and silhouettes Komaru (left) and Toko (right) Developer (s)Spike ChunsoftPublisher (s)JP: Spike ChunsoftWW: NIS AmericaWW: Spike Chunsoft (PC)Director (PC) ssawaYuuichiro SaitoProgrammer
(s)Shigeru InoueArtist (s)Rui KomatsuzakiSimadorUReter (s) Kazutaka Koikaka Yukirio KoizumiComponer (s)Masafumi Takada SerdanganronpaPla (s)PlayStation Vita, PlayStation 4, PlayStation 4 WindowsRelease September 25 , 2014 PlayStation VitaJP: September 25, 2014NA: September 1, 2015EU: September 4,
2015AU: September 10, 2015 PlayStation 4EU: June 23, 2017NA: 27, 2017JP: June 29, 29, WindowsWW: June 27, 2017 Genre (s)Action-adventureMode (s)Danganronpa One Episode: Ultra Despair Girls - adventure video game developed by Spike Chunsoft for PlayStation Vita. The game is a spin-off series of
Danganronpa visual new games set between the events of Danganronpa: Trigger Happy Havoc and Danganronpa 2: Goodbye Despair. The game was released in Japan on September 25, 2014 and released by NIS America in North America on September 1, 2015, in Europe on September 4, 2015, and in Australia on
September 10, 2015. The game was released on PlayStation 4 and Windows worldwide in 2017. Komaru's gameplay by hacking into a megaphone to shoot Monokum's opponent Toko in the form of Genocide Jack, attacking monocum's enemy Unlike the visual new gameplay of previous games, Ultra Girls Despair is a
third-person adventure game with elements of horror in which players control Naega's Mosquito as she tries to survive in a city captured by Monokoma's robots. The mosquito is armed with a megaphone hacker gun that can use different types of Truth Bullet that are unlocked as the game progresses. Using Hacking Gun,
Komadu can perform a variety of activities, such as attacking enemies, taking control of them, activating certain equipment, or scanning the environment for clues or hidden items. During the game, Komanu is also assisted by Toko Fukawa from the first game, who uses a stun gun to switch to his split personality, serial
killer Of The Genocide Jack. When the stun gun is charged, players can temporarily take control of Jack, who can attack with sharp razor scissors. Attacking enemies fill the Scissor Fever sensor, allowing Jack to perform special attacks to instantly defeat multiple enemies. Monocoins, earned on defeating enemies, can
be used to purchase upgrades for both the komar pistol hack and Jack's scissors, and various skills can be unlocked and equipped, such as enhanced health. The game has three difficulty settings, with more difficult difficulties, containing less ammunition and less ability to use Jack's help. Plot See also: The list of
characters Danganronpa Game takes place six months after the events of the first game, before the events of the second game. Komaru Naegi, the younger sister of the main character of the first game, Makoto Naegi, spent the last year locked in an apartment complex in the city of Tova, unaware of the events that took
place in the outside world. She was suddenly forced to flee when she was attacked by deadly monocum robots, and she came across a member of the Future Foundation, Byakuya Togami, who gives Komar a special hacker gun that can fight against the robot and orders her to flee the city. However, Komar's escape
fails and she is captured by a group of primary school children known as the Warriors who seek to create a utopia of utopia kids, killing all the adults with their robots. They force Komar to join their game Demon Hunt and throw her into the city, where she was rescued by the maniacal killer Genocide Jack, who soon
returns to his true self, Toko Fukava, survived a game-murder in high school Hopes Peak. Toko can now control Jack with a stun gun. Upon learning that Byakuya may have been kidnapped by the Warriors of Hope, Toko agrees with Komar to find Biaku and escape from the city. Along the way, they encounter a
resistance group run by Heiji Tova, and meet a polar bear robot named Shirokuma. As Komaru and Toko go on their journey, fighting against hope soldiers and encountering much despair along the way, they learn that the soldiers of Junko Enoshima Hope, the final despair responsible for bringing about the end of the
world, and seek to create a successor. Faced with the leader of the group, Monaka Tova, and defeating his advisor Kurokuma, Komar is given the choice to destroy the Controller of Monocum, which will stop all robots, but at the cost of sacrifice of all children in masks Monokuma Kid. Monaca then reveals that her goal is
to turn Komaru into the next Junko Enoshima, trying to force her into destroying the regulator by allegedly revealing her parents were killed. However, Toko, learned a lot by traveling with Komar, slaps some meaning into it, and together they overcome despair in order to defeat out-of-control fur. Rescuing Biaku, Komaru
and Toko decide to stay in the city of Tova to help those in need. Meanwhile, as Monaka inevitably rescued Nagito Komed, who calls her to become the next Junko himself, it emerged that both Shirokuma and Kurokuma were under the control of the real II Junko, who has Izuru Kamukura perform the next part of his plan.
However, if Komaku decides to destroy the controller before knowing its true purpose, Bad Ending is triggered and all of the Monocums' children die when their masks explode. Komar becomes a hero of resistance, but she feels extremely guilty for what she did. Developed and released With two previous entries in the
Danganronpa series being a visual adventure novel, members of Spike Chunsoft wanted to develop a spin-off game that was more action-oriented. One of the initiators of the spin-off game was screenwriter Kazutaka Kodak; He wanted to write a story about two characters running away from despair, and he felt that the
easiest way to do it was through a game of action that required movement. When Spike Chunsoft green illuminated the sentence, they allow Kodaka to have the leeway to write the narrative for Danganronpa Another episode: Ultra Despair Girls. Kodak stated that he had spent an equal amount of time writing the
dialogue and as he did for the antagonists. One aspect of Danganronpa Another Episode: Ultra Despair Girls, which the development team was worried about, was whether the change of gameplay genres would alienate players who weren't good at games. They decided to add a switching mechanics between the
characters, as Genocide Jack would make the game much easier. Danganronpa Another episode: Ultra Despair Girls was announced at a Sony Computer Entertainment press conference in September 2013, where the first gameplay trailer was shown; The trailer also teased the third entry in the series. It was released in
Japan on September 25, 2014. To promote the game, Spike Chunsoft offered several pre-order bonuses, including digital wallpaper, mouse pads and a smartphone stand. Additional items, such as Monokuma-stuffed toys and a bandage, were also offered at Comiket. NIS America localized and published international
versions of the game. It was released in North America on September 1, 2015, in Europe on September 4 and in Australia on September 10. NIS America offered a limited edition of the game, which included a concept art book, a soundtrack to the game and other collectibles. In the summer of 2017, NIS America
released PlayStation 4 games in North America and Europe. The Other Media Game has received two manga adaptations. The manga by Maki Minami, titled Settai Tsetsube Sojo: Danganronpa Another Episode: The Genocide Mode began serialing in The Dengeki Maoh magazine Kadokawa Shoten in January 2015.
The second manga by Hajime Toya debuted in Kadovava Shoten's Famitsu Comic Clear in February 2015 and will be serialed until July 2017. Two comic anthologies by various artists were released on January 24, 2015 and May 25, 2015, respectively. The Danganronpa Another Episode: Ultra Despair Girls mobile app
featuring Komaru was released for Android in Japan in August 2015. The app allows users to control their smartphone files and cache, and the Komaru expression will vary depending on the amount of storage they use. Admission This section needs to be expanded. You can help by adding to it. (February 2019)
ReceivingMagregated AssessmentAggregatorSorMetacriticals: 72/100-27-PS4: 67/100-28-Review AssessmentScoreDestructoid6.5/10 31'Game Inform 5/10'32'GameSpot7/10'33'Hardcore Gamer4/5'34'VentureBeat85/100' Danganronpa Another episode: Ultra Despair Girls received mixed or medium reviews from critics.
In Metacritic, which assigns a normalized rating of 100 reviews from major publications, the game received an average score of 72, based on 35 reviews. During the first week, 70,596 copies of the play on PlayStation Vita were sold in Japan, making it the third game of the week to be sold. The PS4 version sold in total
1,810 copies in the first week on sale in Japan and failed to reach the sales chart. By July 2018, it was estimated that there were a total of 32,000 players in steam. A total of 128,559 copies were sold in Japan (PS Vita: 123,278 copies/PS4: 5,281 copies). Notes - Known in Japan as zettai tsetsube sojo: Danganronpa
Another Episode (Japanese: 絶対絶望少⼥ ダガロパパ Another Episode, Illuminated. Absolute Girls of Despair: Dunganronpa Another Episode) Links to Famitsu scan February 21 Permanent Dead Link - b c Danganronpa Another: Episode More Characters. A silicone. 2014-06-23. Archive from the original for 2018-01-
05. Received 2014-08-21. Dunganronpa: Another episode of the Japanese release date set. Jematsu. 2014-06-24. Archive from the original for 2015-05-31. Received 2014-06-24. Danganronpa Another Episode: Ultimate Despair Girls release is set for September 10, 2015. EB games. Archive from the original 2015-09-
12. Received 2015-08-24. b Archive copy. Archive from the original 2016-12-12. Extracted 2016-11-18.CS1 maint: archived copy as a title (link) - Danganronpa: Another episode of Megaphone Weapons has all kinds of uses. A silicone. 2014-07-22. Archive from the original for 2014-08-06. Received 2014-08-21.
Dunganronpa: Another episode stars Komanu Naegi. Jematsu. Archive from the original 2013-09-28. Received 2013-09-29. Danganronpa: Another episode has a mode for players who just want to see the story. A silicone. Archive from the original 2016-08-09. Received on August 8, 2016. Dunganronpa: The main
characters of another episode are presented. Jematsu. Archive from the original 2014-08-06. Received 2014-08-21. Ta, Anthony (February 25, 2015). Dunganronpa Another Episode: Ultra Despair Girls Interview. TheGamerAccess. The event takes place at 1:14 a.m. Archive from the original for 2015-06-28. Received on
August 7, 2016. Dunganronpa: Another episode will surprise fans says the screenwriter. A silicone. December 9, 2013. Archive from the original 2017-01-14. Received on August 7, 2016. Clements, Ryan (March 11, 2015). Dunganronpa Another episode: Your questions answered. PlayStation blog. Archive from the



original for 2016-05-08. Received on August 7, 2016. a b Schreier, Jason (March 5, 2016). A brief A with the writer Dunganronpa. Kotaku. Archive from the original for 2016-08-01. Received on August 7, 2016. North, Dale (March 12, 2015). The Danganronpa writer is not interested in creating a bite-sized mobile
experience. Venture fight. page 2. Received on August 7, 2016. Sal Romano (September 9, 2013). Dunganronpa: Another episode announced for PS Vita. Jematsu. Archive from the original 2014-08-07. Received on September 29, 2013. a b Danganronpa: Another episode presents RPG-themed villainous children. A
silicone. June 25, Archive from the original 2015-09-16. Received on August 8, 2016. Sal Romano (August 28, 2014). Danganronpa: Another episode of Japanese store specific pre-order bonuses announced. Jematsu. Archive from the original 2016-08-22. Received on August 8, 2016. Survive Comiket with these
Danganronpa: Another episode of merchandise. A silicone. August 16, 2014. Archive from the original 2017-01-14. Received on August 8, 2016. Michael McVtor (February 19, 2015). Danganronpa Another Episode: Ultra Despair Girls is coming to Vita in the U.S. this fall. Polygon. Archive from the original 2016-10-23.
Received on August 8, 2016. James O'Connor (September 1, 2015). Danganronpa: Another episode: Ultra Despair Girls launches this week. VG247. Archive from the original 2016-08-09. Received on August 8, 2016. Sal Romano (May 19, 2015). Danganronpa Another episode of the limited edition announced. Jematsu.
Archive from the original 2015-05-30. Received on August 8, 2016. Dunganronpa: Another episode of Spinoff Game gets a manga adaptation. Anime news network. Archive from the original 2015-04-18. Received 2015-02-01. An archival copy. Archive from the original for 2017-06-18. Extracted 2017-06-18.CS1 maint:
archived copy as a headline (link) - - - Romano, Sal (August 11, 2015). Danganronpa Another episode themed Android smartphone optimization app announced. Jematsu. Archive from the original for 2016-06-10. Received on August 8, 2016. a b Danganronpa Another episode: Ultra Despair Girls for PlayStation Vita
Reviews. Metacritics. CBS Interactive. Archive from the original 2016-08-14. Received on August 5, 2016. Dunganronpa Another Episode: Ultra Despair Girls for PlayStation 4 Reviews. Metacritics. CBS Interactive. Archive from the original for 2018-12-25. Received on October 4, 2018. Dale, Laura K. (August 28, 2015).
Review: Dunganronpa Another Episode: Ultra Despair Girls. A destruid. Modern method. Archive from the original 2015-08-29. Received on August 29, 2015. 絶対絶望少⼥ ダンガンロンパ. It's family. Enterbrine. Archive from the original 2016-12-20. Received on August 5, 2016. Romano, Sal (September 16, 2014).
Family Review Results: Issue 1346. Jematsu. Archive from the original 2014-11-19. Received on August 29, 2015. Juba, Joe (August 27, 2015). Dunganronpa Another episode: Ultra Despair Girls. Game Informer. Gamestop. Archive from the original 2015-09-01. Received on August 29, 2015. Heidi Kemps, August 26,
2015. Dunganronpa Another Episode: Ultra Despair Girls Review. Gamespot. CBS Interactive. Archive from the original on August 28, 2015. Received on August 29, 2015. Estrada, Marcus (August 24, 2015). Review: Dunganronpa Another Episode: Ultra Despair Girls. Hardcore Gamer. DoubleJump Publishing. from the
original for 2016-08-12. Received on August 5, 2016. Heather Newman,24, 2015. Danganronpa Another episode: Ultra Despair Girls spins a big yarn with sometimes-awkward action. Venture fight. Archive from the original 2016-10-23. Received on August 5, 2016. Dunganronpa. Base salesdata. Archive from the original
for 2018-11-07. Received 2019-04-27. Dunganronpa. Base salesdata. Archive from the original for 2018-11-07. Received 2019-04-27. Kyle Orland (2018-07-06). Valve Leaks Steam Game Player Counts; we have numbers. Ars Technica. Conde Nast. Archive from the original for 2018-07-10. Received 2018-07-11. Full
list. Archive 2018-07-11 on Wayback Machine - Dunganronpa. Japan's game sales database. Archive from the original on November 7, 2018. Received on November 6, 2018. External Links Official Website Obtained from
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